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New Media Literacy

Showcase students' work.
Capture field trip memories.
Share reading recommendations.
Record steps in a science experiment.
Document student progress.

Why
It Should
Be
Implemented

YouTube
 Teachers can post their lecture as a video.
 Students can create a narrated presentation and upload it to
YouTube (for Science and Math this has been proven very
helpful)
 Students can upload a drama lesson scripted with a moral
lesson for viewers or classmates.
 How a YouTube video should be uploaded?
There are certain ways by which a YouTube video should be
uploaded for better understanding
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What is Social Media?
Social media is the collective of online communications
channels, which users create online communities to share
information, ideas, personal messages, and other content
as Facebook, Skype, Twitter, etc.
Social Media & Education

In recent years, use of computers and internet
technologies also has taken the place of books as
teaching tools. This transformation has made drastic
changes in schools and educational institutions globally.
The main reason is the availability of a very wide range of
topics this new teaching technologies are helping students
to involve in the learning process seriously and in return
they are well in pass with the latest world development in
the field of education, technology, economics, business,
etc. This also improved the quality of teaching among
teachers as they have a very vast area of research on the
topic they teach.

Facebook
How Facebook can be used in teaching & learning process?
 Posting Assignments
 For making announcements.
 Reminding students of their deadlines.
 Also a Facebook group is ideal for: Asking and
answering questions.
 Form online study group

Twitter
 Students can tweet their own notes during lessons .
 Students can follow you and ask them to tweet you about
their learning process – including difficulties they face or
resources they want to share.
 Connect students with content experts who have a Twitter
profile.
 Create fake pages - Ask students to create fake profiles
for historical figures, fictional characters, and more.

